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Measure with 
confidence
We give automotive engineers 
the ability to accurately measure 
POSITION, ORIENTATION and 
DYNAMICS in all environments



How does an INS work?
 ■ Inertial sensors keep track of motion in a three-

dimensional space. 

 ■ GNSS signals are used to correct and calibrate 
the output of the inertial sensors to maximise 
accuracy and reduce drift.

 ■ A mathematical algorithm known as a Kalman 
filter processes the combined data to reset 
biases and errors.

Inertial navigation systems tuned for 
automotive testing

 ■ Our inertial navigation systems are tailored to 
meet the specific needs of automotive testing 
applications, including for open-road scenarios.

 ■ We provide accurate vehicle slip angle 
measurements using heading and velocity data 
in all conditions.

 ■ We combine the output from two inertial 
systems to give you relative position, orientation 
and dynamics data for ADAS testing.

Experts
in inertial navigation system technology

Dynamics 
testing
We set the global standard for 
vehicle dynamics measuring 
equipment with a range of 
products to suit your budget 

Capture accurate and reliable vehicle 
dynamics measurements using our world-
renowned RT products.
OxTS inertial navigation systems have an established track 
record with vehicle dynamics engineers.

The one-box solution blends GNSS and inertial 
measurements to provide position, slip-angle, orientation, 
velocity and acceleration in real-time even when GNSS 
signals are poor. As well as storing data internally 
our RT products also interface via CAN and Ethernet 
providing integration with acquisition systems and other 
test equipment.

Reduce installation times by configuring your RT to 
displace its measurements, removing the need to mount 
sensors at the required measurement point.
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Accessorise to make  
testing simple
1. RT-Base – A portable weatherproof base 

station for GNSS corrections

2. RT-Strut – A quick and easy-to-use 
mounting system for vehicles

3. RT-UPS – Uninterruptible power supply 
for worry-free testing

4. DARM - The Dual Antenna Roof Mount 
(DARM) provides an easy way to mount 
dual GNSS antennas 
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With the RT3000 v3 RT-Range feature you 
can validate the performance of safety 
systems such as AEB and ADAS functions 
like parking-assist in real-time with 1cm 
position accuracy. Using a survey-trolley, 
lanes can be surveyed and the RT3000 will 
report the distance to the lanes to 2cm.

Using polygons of the precise outline of 
your test vehicle you can measure the 
relative distance between multiple points 
on your vehicle and its surroundings.

“Having OxTS for our ADAS activities was an 
essential component to our successful test facility.”
Wesley Hulsof, TASS International

Validate the performance 
of multiple individual 
ADAS sensors at once for 
junction-assist testing, 
parking and autonomous 
vehicle performance.Features for 

track testing

ADAS
Validate ADAS sensors to 
Global and Euro NCAP standards

Applications include
 ■ Euro NCAP AEB C2C tests

 ■ Euro NCAP AEB VRU tests

 ■ NHTSA FCW tests

 ■ Lane-departure tests

 ■ Park-assist tests

 ■ Blind-spot detection tests

 ■ Headlight tests

 ■ Junction-assist tests

 ■ Open-road ADAS tests

Driving robot 
interface
The RT3000 and RT1003 
can interface with a Driving 
Robot for path following.

Local coordinates
Using Local Coordinates, 
the RT3000, RT1003 and 
RT500 can provide position 
relative to a chosen origin. 
Recommended for V2V 
ADAS testing.

Analogue output
The RT3000, RT1003 and 
RT500 can output data over 
an analogue format.

Surface tilt
Measure the slope of a test 
track by using, an RT500, 
RT1003 or a RT3000. Ideal for 
measuring roll/pitch relative to 
an incline.

Multiple slip points
Measure the slip angle of the 
vehicle at up to 8 different 
reference points on the vehicle.

Data filters
Apply different filters 
on angular and Linear 
Acceleration to reduce 
unwanted noise.



Our RT-Range system gives you:
 ■ Measurement of up to four test vehicles in real-time

 ■ Confidence in overall performance by validating multiple 
sensors on one vehicle

 ■ Vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-lane validation in one 
combined solution

 ■ Relative measurements made over a 1km range

Measure distance, angles and time-to-
collision to:

 ■ Mobile vehicles and targets

 ■ Lanes and parking bays

 ■ Vulnerable road users (VRUs)

 ■ Traffic assets e.g. road signs

Designing, testing and validating Advanced Driver 
Assistance Systems (ADAS) can be challenging 
because of the need to share detailed information 
about multiple vehicles and targets in real-time. This is 
especially true when you consider the computational 
load and the time-constraints placed on the system.

Our products overcome these problems. Our inertial 
navigation systems collect position, orientation, 
and velocity measurements. The RT-Range Hunter 
creates a real-time network capable of tracking 
multiple targets, calculating distance, time to 
collision, and other relative measurements. 

Targets can be road vehicles, vulnerable road users 
(VRUs) such as cyclists or pedestrians, Euro NCAP 
targets and other soft targets, traffic assets and more. 
Data is available in real-time on a software dashboard 
and captured to verify test outcomes. Vehicle-to-vehicle 
measurements can be made over a 1 km range.

Recommended equipment for multiple 
vehicle ADAS tests

 ■ VUT: RT3000 v3, RT-Strut, RT-XLAN base

 ■ Target(s): RT1003, RT-Strut, RT-XLAN client

 ■ RT-Base S with radio modems for RTK corrections

The RT3000 can be used to control a driving robot for path 
following. Using the Local Coordinates software feature, 
range measurements can be output with relative to an X, Y 
origin for a simple reference. 

RT-XLAN

RT1003

RT-XLAN

RT-Range Hunter

RT3000 v3



“The RT3000 is used for highly accurate position, velocity and 
acceleration data. The technology provides repeatable output in 
various challenging environments.”
Nisha Nagarajan, General Motors

OxTS supports customers at the leading edge of autonomous vehicle technology. We 
give you centimetre-level position to validate your autonomous vehicle’s performance in 
difficult open-road conditions. 

Maximise RTK coverage in urban environments
Our tight-coupling GNSS/INS technology maximises RTK coverage even when fewer than 
four satellites are in view. If you’re testing in urban canyons and tunnels, our navigation 
solution greatly reduces any drift error that GNSS-only solutions would provide.

GNSS/INS tight coupling
In Poor GNSS conditions, our powerful RTK engine gx/ix™ 
will enable the system to utilise individual satellites in data 
processing to maintain cm-level positioning for longer. 
This feature is critical for autonomous vehicle engineers 
looking for a robust position reference in urban test areas.

Onboard NTRIP client
The built in NTRIP client in the RT3000 reduces the time 
and complexity of NTRIP service configuration, removing 
the need for external apps or other devices.  

Wheel speed input reduces position drift
Help reduce drift by using a Wheel Speed Odometer. 
Greatly improving the performance in poor 
GNSS conditions.

Autonomous Vehicles
Complete 3D reference for autonomous  
vehicles in urban environments

Features to improve  
Open Road performance

Performance of the RT3000 during GNSS dropouts

GNSS blank time 10 seconds 60 seconds

Maximum position drift (m)* 0.017 0.301

Maximum heading drift (deg)* 0.029 0.141

Maximum velocity drift (m/s)* 0.009 0.028

RT3000 short outage behaviour

GNSS outage duration (s)
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*Blue line indicates performance using wheel speed  
and advanced slip



NAVconfig
A universal configuration tool for your OxTS devices. 
Set up your test with limited fuss using a step-by-
step configuration wizard. 

NAVsolve
A tool for reprocessing and improving navigation 
data. Add corrections, adjust configurations and 
batch process multiple files step-by-step. Also 
comes as a command-line tool to speed up data 
processing workflows for system engineers. 

Simple-to-use software 
for test engineers
Simplifying the setup, recording and analysis of data 
from your devices. A complete suite of applications 
included at no extra charge.

RT500
The RT500 offers a balance 
between the need for good and 
reliable accuracy against cost. 
Designed for Vehicle Dynamics 
and longitudinal control testing. 
The update rate of the system 
is upgradable from 100 Hz to 
250 Hz.

RT500 RT1003 RT3000 (RTK)
GNSS types GPS L1 Y Y Y

GPS L2  Y Y
GLONASS L1 Y Y Y
GLONASS L2  Y Y
GALILEO E1, E5 O Y
BEIDOU L1, L2 O Y

POS accuracy SPS(m) 2.0 1.6 1.5
SBAS(m) 1.0 0.6 0.6
DGPS(m) 0.5 0.4 0.4
RTK(m)  0.02 0.01

Dynamic measurements Velocity Accuracy (km/h) 0.1 0.1 0.05
Roll/Pitch Accuracy (°) 0.05 0.05 0.03
Heading Accuracy (°) 0.15 0.1 0.1
Track Angle Accuracy (°) 0.15 0.15 0.07
Slip Angle Accuracy (°) 0.25 0.25 0.15
Dual Antenna Y Y Y
Accelerometer range (g) 10 30 10
30g option O  O
Gyros (°/s) 100 300 100
300°/s option O O
Update rate (Hz) 100 100 100
Optional update rate (Hz) 200/250 200/250 200/250
Mass (kg) 1.5 0.435 1.4

Interfaces Odometer input Y Y Y
Event Trigger Input Y Y Y
Trigger Output Y Y Y
Odometer Simulation Output Y Y Y
IMU Sync Output Y Y Y

Applications ADAS Test Vehicle Y
ADAS Platform Y Y
Vehicle Dynamics (longitudinal control) Y Y Y
Vehicle Dynamics (lateral control) Y
Autonomous Vehicles Y Y
NTRIP Y Supported Y

Y = standard fitment O = optional feature

RT3000 (RTK) 
The RT3000 is our top of the 
range system, designed without 
compromise, the best we have 
to offer. Trusted globally for 
ground-truth measurements in 
vehicle dynamics, ADAS and 
autonomous vehicle testing. 

RT1003 
The RT1003 is our compact 
system that delivers 2cm 
position accuracy. With its 
smaller size the RT1003 is better 
suited for space constrained 
environments and is suitable to 
use in robotic platforms for VRU 
ADAS testing.

A range of solutions

NAVdisplay
Monitor your data in real-time. Using customisable 
dashboard display tools, you can monitor device 
status and performance at a glance.

NAVgraph
For plotting, analysing and exporting navigation 
data. A graphical display gives you the chance to 
review datasets in detail for troubleshooting and 
performance analysis. 


